NESSC METRICS
Submissions and Timelines

2012-2013
ADOPTED By Data Team
February 26, 2013

• Data Submission Timelines and Process Discussed, Modified, and Adopted by NESSC Team: November 15, 2012.

• Data Tables – Revised as Necessary by Research in Action, Inc. and Sent to SEA Data Teams; Preliminary Posting on NESSC Site of the NESSC Metrics Procedural Guidebook: By January 1, 2013.

• Post-secondary Data Requests to National Student Clearinghouse Completed by All 5 NESSC States Using Common February Window.

• Finalization of the NESSC Metrics Procedural Guidebook; Data Submission Process Reviewed and Adopted at NESSC Data Team Meeting: February 26, 2013.


• Data Review and Refinements Completed by Research in Action in Collaboration With Each SEA: By June 10, 2013

• Research in Action Publishes and Distributes to the Nellie Mae Education Foundation and to NESSC the 2012-2013 Technical Report and the NESSC Metrics Procedural Guidebook: By July 31, 2013